PROPOSED LAYOUT PLAN OF SCHEME
SHREE RAM NESH PURI, ON NIWAROO ROAD
JHOTWARA JAIPUR

SCALE: 50cm:1inch
PROPOSED LAY-OUT PLAN OF SCHEME
SHREE RAM NESH PURI ON NIWAROOG ROAD
JHOTWARA JAIPUR.
REGN NO. 2494/L
PROPOSED LAY OUT PLAN OF SRI RUMNESH PURI
OF THE MAHAVEER HOUSING COOPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD.
AT NIWARU ROAD JHOTWARA JAIPUR

SCALE: 1" = 50 FT

AREA ANALYSIS
LOT AREA 10705.2 SQM 41414
ROAD AREA 3642.56 SQM 143 A
TOTAL BUILDING AREA 7362.74 SQM 24.98 A
TOTAL CIP 1100004.86 SQM 36.43 A

REFERENCE:
NIWARU ROAD JHOTWARA JAIPUR

BUILDING DESIGNER AND PLANNER
SRI RAJARUCHI PURI
NIWARU ROAD NEAR RANTA JHOTWARA JAIPUR